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1 INTRODUCTION
The Prioritize, Target, and Measure Application (PTMApp) is a vision for state-wide desktop and web
applications. These applications can be used by water quality practitioners to provide the technical bridge
between the general description of the types of strategies in a local water plan and the identification of
implementable on-the-ground Best Management Practices (BMPs) and Conservation Practices (CPs).
PTMApp can be used by Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCD), watershed districts, county local
water planners, agency staff, and decision-makers to interactively and in real-time prioritize resources and
the issues impacting them, target specific fields to place CPs and BMPs, and measure water quality
improvement by tracking the expected nutrient and sediment load reductions delivered to priority
resources. These applications enable practitioners to develop water quality improvement scenarios and
prioritized and targeted water quality implementation plans, estimate the cost effectiveness of the
scenario for improving water quality, and report the results to pursue funds for project implementation.
The primary user of the application is envisioned as water quality practitioners employed by a local
government. The intent is to develop and provide access to water quality information to address the
common business needs of SWCDs, watershed districts, watershed management organizations and
counties with limited technical support.
PTMApp–Web provides access to the various products created using PTMApp–Desktop. The PTMApp–
Desktop products are uploaded to the web server by the individual creating the products. Placement of
the PTMApp-Desktop products into the web environment requires authorization by the PTMApp–Web
Administrator. To use PTMApp–Web you MUST create a user account which requires approval by the
web administrator. Once Access is granted by the web administrator, the user will be able to view all
watersheds on PTMApp-Web.
The PTMApp products (see
Figure 1) are created using
PTMApp–Desktop and can
be accessed using
PTMApp–Web. These
products can be used to
complete a pollutant source
assessment, evaluate the
feasibility of BMPs, estimate
the water quality benefits of
one or more practices, and
assess the ability to achieve
measurable goals. The
sequential use of the
products allows the user to
create a targeted
implementation strategy to
improve water quality,
whether within a local
drainage area or a large
watershed. The products are also

Prioritize, Target and Measure Application (PTMApp) Products.
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useful for developing targeted grant applications for improving water quality, and further refining
implementation strategies described in Watershed Restoration and Protection Strategies (WRAPS).
Once you have a user account, there are currently three tools available to view, interact with and retrieve
the PTMApp products. These tools include an ‘Interactive Map’, a ‘Table Generator,’ and a ‘Targeted
BMP Action Report’ generator also called ‘Action Report’. Commonly used PTMApp products can be
viewed and printed using the interactive map. A summary of the products and their uses can be found on
the PTMApp Website (https://ptmapp.bwsr.state.mn.us/). The Table Generator allows the user to
download the tabular PTMApp data in a .csv to their desktop, for additional analysis and the creation of
secondary products. The Targeted BMP Action Report allows the user to create individualized bmp
reports based on various user specified parameters which provides flexibility and ease-of-use for the
user.

2 UPLOADING DATA TO THE PTMAPP-WEB SERVER
The data products are created using PTMApp-Desktop and must be uploaded to the web server before
they can be accessed through PTMApp-Web at https://ptmapp.bwsr.state.mn.us/. Only a portion of the
data created by PTMApp-Desktop are uploaded to the web server. The geodatabase with the geospatial
data needed to create PTMApp output products can approach ~ 100 GB for a large watershed (~ 1,500
square miles). PTMApp-Web performance diminishes for large watersheds because of the volume of
data.
The instructions and the ESRI ArcGIS license requirements needed to upload the data generated using
PTMApp-Desktop is provided elsewhere
(https://ptmapp.bwsr.state.mn.us/files/PTMApp_User_Guide.pdf). Directions on how to access PTMApp
data on the web once your data has been uploaded can be found in the next section. Once you’ve
completed the tasks in Section 3, you will receive an email from the web administrator letting you
know you’ve gained access to use PTMApp-Web.

3 GAINING ACCESS TO PTMAPP-WEB DATA
Access to the PTMApp products through PTMApp-Web is restricted 1 to those given explicit
access by the PTMApp-Web Administrator. PTMApp products are typically created for Clean Water
Fund Accelerated Implementation Grants, development of a One Watershed One Plan or Watershed
Management Plan, completion of a water quality targeted implementation strategy, refining of a WRAPS
implementation strategy, and/or other planning/implementation of local water management efforts. A user
account is provided only to individuals that can demonstrate involvement in one of these efforts.

1

Access is limited because the application contains information about possible practice locations for
improving water quality, which require additional field verification to ensure feasibility.
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Once access has been granted by the PTMApp-Web Administrator, the user can login and has full
access to all data/watersheds on the PTMApp Web site.

3.1

CREATING A USER ACCOUNT

Access to the data and tools within PTMApp-Web is gained only after a user account is created and
approved by the PTMApp-Web administrator. To obtain a user account go to
https://ptmapp.bwsr.state.mn.us/ and click on ‘Create PTMApp Account’ link on the bottom of the page:
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Complete the information on the registration form and hit ‘Register’:

You should be diligent and deliberate when completing the access justification line of the registration
form. The web administrator will use this information to reach a decision about whether your request for
access should be granted. Reasons for access include identifying your role as a local government water
quality practitioner and your participation in a project utilizing PTMApp, including Accelerated
Implementation Grants, the development of a One Watershed One Plan or Watershed Management
Plan, a water quality targeted implementation strategy, refinement of a WRAPS implementation
strategy or involvement in local water management efforts. Be sure to include your telephone
number so you can be contacted if the web administrator has any questions concerning your
request. Press the “register” button when the form is complete.
You will receive an email from the web administrator confirming or denying access generally within 4
hours if requested during normal business hours. You may receive a telephone call seeking additional
information about the need for access, should it appear that access may be denied.
Once you have been provided access to PTMApp-Web, you will have access to all public datasets
which have been previously uploaded by the web administrator to the web application.
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4 USING PTMAPP-WEB
The ultimate vision of PTMApp-Web is the ability to develop, assess, and evaluate the benefits of targeted
implementation plans on the fly. PTMApp-Web presently includes three tools for using the enhanced
geospatial water quality data created using PTMApp-Desktop. These tools are the ‘Interactive Map’, ‘Table
Generator’, and ‘Targeted BMP Action Report’.
Using the data within PTMApp-Web requires a working knowledge of the enhanced geospatial water quality
data products. Resources to help you understand the products are provided on the ‘Theory and
Documentation’ page of the PTMApp website: https://ptmapp.bwsr.state.mn.us/. This can be accessed by
selecting the “Theory & Documentation” tab located on the bottom ribbon when logged into PTMApp Web.

Descriptions of the data tables can be found by downloading the Data Catalog. Descriptions of the attributes
for fields within the data tables can be found by downloading the Attribute Catalog. Links to each of these
are highlighted below:

This webpage includes other resources for learning more about PTMApp input and output products. The
user of PTMApp-Web is responsible for becoming familiar with the enhanced water quality geospatial
products within PTMApp-Desktop which is the basis of data displayed in PTMApp-Web.

9
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4.1

TECHNICAL SETTINGS

Tip: Before you begin working in PTMApp-Web, here are three very important item you should
consider and/or complete:
1) To print from the Interactive Map feature in PTMApp-Web, you MUST TURN POPUP
BLOCKERS OFF. Maps will not print unless this feature is disengaged. Guidance on turning this
feature off in Internet Explorer and Google Chrome browsers can be found in sections 4.1.3 and
4.1.4, respectively.
2) PRINTING LARGE AREAS WITH IMAGES AS A BACKGROUND REQUIRES CONSIDERABLE
COMPUTER RESOURCES AND MAY TAKE LONG PERIODS OF TIME. Please consider
zooming in and printing smaller areas if working with large datasets.
3) Recent updates to PTMApp-Web may not be realized on your machine if you do not clear your
web browser’s cache. We strongly recommend CLEARING YOUR BROWSER CACHE prior to
printing maps or using the Action Report in PTMApp-Web. You only need to clear your browser’s
cache if that browser had previously been used to access PTMApp-Web. Guidance on how to
clear your cache in Internet Explorer and Google Chrome can be found in sections 4.1.1 and
4.1.2, respectively.

HOW TO CLEAR YOUR INTERNET EXPLORER BROWSER
CACHE
The following guidance can be used for clearing your Internet Explorer (IE) browser cache and cookies in
IE versions 9, 10, and 11.
To clear your browser cache in IE, first click the tools icon (
screen, then click ‘Select’ and ‘Delete browsing history’.

) in the upper right of your browser
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In the ‘Delete Browsing History’ window, be sure to have each of the boxes checked, as shown in the
figure below, then hit ‘Delete’.
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You should see the icon below at the bottom of the screen, verifying your browser history has been
deleted.

12
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HOW TO CLEAR YOUR GOOGLE CHROME BROWSER
CACHE
To clear your browser cache in Chrome, click the tools button (
click ‘More tools’ and ‘Clear browsing data’:

) in the top right of the screen, then

In the dialog box that appears, select the “advanced” tab then choose “All Time” for your time range to
delete previous cache, cookies, and browsing history. After these items are selected, click the ‘Clear data’
button.

13
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HOW TO TURN OFF YOUR INTERNET EXPLORER POPUP
BLOCKER
The popup blocker on your internet browser MUST be turned off or otherwise disengaged for the
PTMApp website to print maps from PTMApp-Web. IE users can follow the instructions below to turn off
their popup blocker. Other internet browsers (e.g. Mozilla Firefox) follow similar methods, with the Popup
Blocker being deactivated within the browser’s settings. Instructions for allowing printing within Google
Chrome are found in the next section.
1) Click on the ‘Tools’ button (looks like a gear and is denoted by top arrow in figure below) in the
upper-right corner of the IE window and click ‘Internet Options’.

2) On the ‘Privacy’ tab under ‘Pop-up Blocker’, click ‘Settings’
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3) In the ‘Pop-up Blocker Settings’ dialog window, copy and paste the PTMApp website into the
open box denoted with the red square below, then click ‘Add’:

4) The PTMApp website should appear in the ‘Allowed Sites’ window, as below:

15
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HOW TO TURN OFF YOUR GOOGLE CHROME POPUP
BLOCKER
The popup blocker on your internet browser MUST be turned off or otherwise disengaged for the
PTMApp website to print maps from PTMApp-Web. Google Chrome users can follow the instructions
below to turn off their popup blocker. Other internet browsers (e.g. Mozilla Firefox) follow similar methods,
with the Popup Blocker being deactivated within the browser’s settings. Instructions for allowing printing
within IE are found in the previous section.
1) Click on the ‘Customize and Control Google Chrome’ icon (three vertical dots in figure below) in
the upper-right of the Chrome window and navigate to ‘Settings’.

2) In Settings, click ‘Show
Advanced Settings”

3) Once the Advance
Settings are available,
click ‘Site Settings’ under
the ‘Privacy and Security’
header
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4) In the Site Settings window, scroll down to the ‘Pop-ups and redirects’ Section and select it

5) In the “Pop-ups and redirects” window select “Add” next to the “Allow” option.
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6) Copy and paste PTMApp-Web’s URL into the open dialog box.

Once complete, hit the ‘Done’ button. The PTMApp website should now appear in the Pop-up exceptions
list.

4.2

THE DASHOBOARD TO DISPLAY STATUS

When you sign in, you will automatically be returned to the PTMApp-Web dashboard page (shown
below). The dashboard provides information about the data you are viewing. These include information
about when the data was created and summary statistics about pollutant loads at the most downstream
location of the watershed area.
You may change the watershed being viewed by using the “select watershed” pull down menu,
automatically updating the “Data Status” and “Summary Statistics” information.
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INTERACTIVE MAP

The Interactive Map is accessed from any page by pressing the button located with the web page header.

Pressing the Interactive Map button opens the Interactive Map. The Interactive Map page includes
several features (in red square below) which modify the information displayed on the screen and allows
printing of the map on the screen. The user can manipulate this information on the Interactive Map using
the features on the left-hand-side of the page to create, print, and save the various maps needed for
water quality plans and reports.

The features on the left-hand-side of the Interactive Map page allow the user to select the watershed to
be displayed on the screen, the type of background used as the base map, the geospatial layers

19
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displayed, and the legend which controls how the data are displayed. A search feature and a button to
print the map on the screen is also included.
The general process to create and print an interactive map is as
follows:
1. Use the “select watershed” pull down menu to display
the watershed of interest. You will have access to all
watersheds loaded on PTMApp-Web.
2. Press “basemap” on the collapsible menu and select
the desired basemap to be displayed on the map.
Please be advised that basemap options are limited to
those provided through ESRI web services.
3. Press the “Layers” tab on the collapsible
menu. Several different types of layers
are provided within PTMApp-Web. The
layer titles describe the type of
geospatial data available for display on
the map; i.e., the locations of the priority
resource concerns and catchments,
watershed boundary, benefits of BMPs
at both the catchment and watershed
scale and the potential BMP locations. A
priority resource concern is the
location where load reduction
information is available within
PTMApp-Web and the locations
MUST be determined during the creation of the data in PTMApp-Desktop. Catchment
boundaries and loads to the catchment are also under the priority resources and
catchments tab.
A layer may be displayed or hidden on the Interactive Map by
clicking on the “eye” symbol. The

symbol means a layer

is being displayed, while the
symbol means it is hidden.
These selections will automatically update the data shown on
the screen and the map legend. It is important to note, some
layer elements are nested and will not display unless the
main layer is selected to be visible. Most layers shows a
“dynamic legend” symbol
on the right-hand-side. The
dynamic legend can be accessed by clicking on the dynamic
legend symbol. Once the dynamic legend is accessed, an
attribute can be selected for display on the Interactive Maps.
When an attribute is selected it appears as a layer where
transparency can be increased and decreased. The dynamic
legend will go away when Reset & Clear Graphics is clicked.
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Some processing time is needed once the
attribute is selected before the interactive
map is updated.
The “Reset & Clear Graphics” button is used
to clear the Interactive Map display. The
button is normally used prior to beginning
the process of displaying new information on
the Interactive Map.
4. The “Search” tab could be used to search
address, location, or another geographic
feature on the map. This may be useful if you
wish to show catchments and catchmentspecific sediment, TN, or TP loading or
hydrology information overlying important
bodies of water or certain addresses.

20
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PRINTING YOUR MAP

Once your map has been created with the Interactive Map tool, it can be formatted and printed to be used
in water quality planning documents or grant applications. This feature is the fifth and final feature layer
on the left-hand-side of the Interactive Map:
The ‘Print’ feature has the option to print in a layout format or map only format. The layout format includes
map elements in the exported graphic (title, scalebar, legend, etc.) while the map only format consists of
only visual data displayed along with the basemap. In the Layout tab the options are to add a title, page
setup, file format. The Advanced options are optional and include: scale, author, copyright and DPI (dots
per inch). The map only tab has the options for a file name, file format, and the width and height of the
map. Width and Height are in pixels. The conversion from inches to pixels is 1 inch = 96 pixels. An
8.5”x11” = 2550x3300+ pixels. The advanced options are to set the scale and DPI of the file.

TIP: If your map isn’t printing both the map and legend, try using different ‘Page Setup’
options. The ‘A3 Landscape’ option will fit most legend items onto a typical page size.

22
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Each exported map will appear as a download cloud button
located at the bottom under “Exported
Files”. When selected, a new tab will open up and display the exported map.

TIP: If downloading to a PDF format the user must have a PDF reader on the computer being
used. All other formats will work as normal.

You should also set your Map Extent to fully contain the area you wish to print. You can use the
plus/minus buttons (shown to the right) to zoom in and out.
You can also use the default extent (
watershed boundary.

) to revert to the original map layout, which is typically the

September 2019
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TABLE GENERATOR

The Table Generator is accessed from any page by pressing the ‘Table Generator’ button located on the
web page header.

The Table Generator allows the user to download all the tabular data from PTMApp-Web for a selected
watershed. The data is stored in a .csv format. When the watershed of interest is selected and the
“Download All Data” is selected the CSV file will appear in the bottom left corner of the web browser. The
user can then save this to a specified location. Please note: the download setting may vary by browser and
personal settings.
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ACTION REPORT

The Targeted BMP Action Report (or simply: Action Report) is accessed from any page by pressing the
‘Action Report’ button located on the web page header.

This tool allows the user to develop a targeted BMP action plan from PTMApp-Web for a selected
watershed based on resource location points. The final product is a report up to 4 full pages, including
one page for the report details and map and up to 3 additional pages with a table showing the BMPs
resulting from the selection. Due to the page limit, a maximum 40 BMPs will be printed in any given
report. Please note: this tool is a working beta and functional improvements are expected in the near
future.
To tailor the targeted BMP action plan, various user selected criteria are laid out in a 4-step process and
are as follows:
Step 1. From the dropdown menus, the user selects the watershed of interest along with the specific
Location Point Number (numbered red points) in the watershed for generating the report. Once a Location
Point Number is selected, the watershed boundary defined by the point will appear on the map in a thin
purple line. It should be noted the Location Point Numbers were predefined when the data was created.
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Step 2: Next, the user must select one water quality parameter to use to select the BMPs for the Action
Report.

Step 3: Third, the user must select the type of practices/treatment groups which are to be considered in
the report analysis. The BMP information, including the estimated load reduction and cost, is summarized
by treatment group. PTMApp’s ‘Theory and Documentation’ page defines which BMPs are included in
each group. It should be noted that available option(s) for BMPs to be considered are given bold text
while unavailable option(s) have plain font (e.g. biofiltration below). When hovering over the unavailable
options check box, a
symbol will also appear indicating the absence of this treatment group. The
absence of practice types is likely due to the decision made to exclude practices when PTMApp-Desktop
was run. When types of practices are selected, they can be spatially seen on the map located in the “Step
1” box.

Step 4: Lastly, the user must review and select from 5 different options relating to the basis for the
practice selection and finish by clicking on the “Generate Report” button.

26
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The breakdown of these selections is as follows:
A. Method to Rank BMPs: This selection method chooses BMPs from most to least preferred
or the probable implementation order.
a. Option: Cost-Effectiveness – ranks the BMPs from lowest to highest costeffectiveness based on the $/mass reduced by the practice. This is the default and
most common choice.
b. Option: Load Reduction – ranks the BMPs based on the treatment magnitude of the
parameter selected in “Step 2” (Sediment, Phosphorus, or Nitrogen).
c. Option: Cost – rank BMPs based on the lowest BMP cost.

B. Method Used to Select BMPs: This is a method of selecting which BMPs should be
included in the report and works in combination with the prior “Method to Rank BMPs”
selection. It is important to note that the maximum number of BMPs that will be printed in the
report is 40. Examples below are for Sediment so the reporting unit for mass is in tons but will
be pounds if Phosphorus or Nitrogen is selected for the water quality parameter.

a. Option: Number of Highest Ranked BMPs – This option simply ranks the data based
on the prior ranking selection (i.e ‘Method to Rank BMPs’) with no filters. Additionally,
the user can input the number of BMPs to print in the report. The default is 40 which
is also the maximum number that can be printed.

b. Option: Less than Maximum Cost-Effectiveness – This option allows the user to
screen and not consider any BMPs exceeding a user-defined cost-effectiveness
threshold ($/mass).

c.

Option: Range of Cost-Effectiveness – This option allows the user to define both the
lower and upper cost-effectiveness thresholds ($/mass) for BMPs printed in the
report.
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d. Option: Minimum Load Reduction – This option allows the user to screen any BMPs
that have load reduction below a user-defined minimum (mass).

e. Option: Range of Load Reduction – This option allows the user to define both the
lower and upper load reduction thresholds (mass) for BMPs printed in the report.

f.

Option: Maximum Cost – This option allows the user to screen and not consider any
BMPs exceeding a user-defined BMP maximum cost threshold ($).

g. Option: Cost Range – This option allows the user to define both the lower and upper
BMP cost thresholds ($) for BMPs printed in the report.

C. Outlet Location: In this parameter, the user chooses whether the load reductions, costeffectiveness, and ranks are based on load reduction benefits to the edge of field (i.e.
catchment outlet) or based on load reduction benefits to the downstream outlet point defined
by the Location Point Number selected in Step 1 (i.e. watershed outlet – this is the default
option).

D. Storm Event: In this parameter, the user chooses whether BMP benefits are estimated from
the 2-year 24-hour (default) or 10-yr 24-hour storm event.

E. Anticipated Practice Performance: Based on the user selected ‘type of practice’ in step 3,
options for the respective anticipated practice performance become enabled in this parameter.
By default, they are populated with the ‘Median for Q2 (expected)’ option. This represents the
50th percentile. The other two options for any given ‘type of practice’ are 25th percentile (Q1,
Low) or 75th percentile (Q3, High). These performance estimates are calculated in PTMAppDesktop based on a reduction ratio derived from the empirical statistical distribution of BMP
effectiveness specific to each ‘type of practice.’
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REQUESTING HELP

The user can request help from the web administrator by pressing the help button from any page and
completing the help request form:

The ‘Name’ field will auto-populate the name of the registered user. Please be detailed in your comment as
to what your problem may be. Once done, click ‘Submit’. The help request form is then emailed to the web
administrator, who opens a trouble ticket and coordinates the response to the user.
Patience is required during the use of PTMApp-Web when using large datasets. The application has been
tested using data for watersheds approaching 2,000 square miles. The amount of data processed for large
watersheds is tens of millions of records, which can require considerable time to display on the Interactive
Map, Table Generator, and Action Report pages. Printing these large files is also a known issue.

29
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5 PTMAPP-WEB PRODUCT EXAMPLES
The following sections walk through specific examples of how to use and apply PTMApp-Web to generate
the maps, tables, and data needed for watershed planning, to apply for grant applications, or to estimate
progress to a water quality goal, among other tasks. The “Standard” PTMApp products can largely be
created through the web. The Standard products are those meeting the majority of the daily business
needs of local water quality practitioners. Data for each of these examples comes from Ashley Creek, in
the Sauk River Watershed District, but could also be generated for any other watershed.
Water quality data and BMP information generated in PTMApp-Desktop can be displayed and
summarized visually in PTMApp-Web within the Interactive Map Section of the PTMApp website. This
section allows the user to generate maps for each watershed available on PTMApp-Web.
The subsections below outline the steps necessary to generate maps describing sediment and nutrient
sources and BMP locations, costs, and removal efficiencies. These maps are formatted in PTMApp-Web
and exported to an image file, which can be easily inserted into Microsoft Word documents or printed for
use in meetings. As PTMApp-Desktop standard output products and naming conventions do not typically
change between projects, these steps could easily be followed for any watershed you may be
investigating.

5.1

SOURCE ASSESSMENT PLANNING MAPS – IDENTIFY THE LARGEST
SOURCES OF RUNOFF, SEDIMENT, TOTAL PHOSPHORUS (TP), AND
TOTAL NITROGEN (TN)

Source assessment maps are maps which identify areas contributing the greatest amounts of sediment,
total phosphorus, or total nitrogen downstream. These maps can be very useful when identifying specific
areas within your watershed to install practices or to focus conservation efforts. Detailed below is a stepby-step guide for creating source assessment maps. Each of the examples provided was created within
the Interactive Map section of PTMApp-Web.

EXAMPLE 1: CATCHMENT LOADING SOURCE
ASSESSMENT

Description – In this step, you will create a source assessment map which shows the sediment yield
(tons/acre/year) generated within each catchment and delivered to the catchment outlet.

Use/Need – This is important as it represents each catchment’s delivery of sediment to edge-of-field or
nearest concentrated flowpath (e.g. stream or ditch channel) and could be used to determine pollutant
‘hotspots’ on the landscape.

TIP: Before making a new map, always click the ‘Reset & Clear Graphics’ button in the
Dynamic Legend tab if a map had previously been made. This button removes all existing layers
on your map to start you off with a fresh Basemap!

30
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Steps to Create
1) For your watershed, choose ‘Ashley Creek – Ashley (huc0701020203)' and for your Basemap,
choose ‘Topographic. Any other ESRI basemap could be chosen, but the default Topographic
basemap should work well for this map.

2) In the ‘Layers’ tab, make sure ‘Boundary’ and ‘Priority Resources’ are checked and click on the
Dynamic Legend Graphic next to ‘Priority Resources & Catchments.’

3) Clicking the

icon will activate the Dynamic Legend tab as shown below:
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4) In the ‘Attribute’ dropdown, select ‘Sediment delivery to Catchment, tons/acre/year’. This attribute
shows the sediment yield (tons/acre/year) generated within each catchment and delivered to its
outlet.

Due to programming compatibility limitations, the legend break values are currently unable to be
edited by the user. This issue is being addressed and the capability will be added as soon as it is
resolved. Currently, the default break values are determined by a ‘natural breaks’ classification.
5) If you wish, you can print this map within the ‘Print’ layer using the ‘layout’ or ‘map’ export options
(see section 4.4 for more details on this process and available options).

TIP: Don’t forget that when attributes are selected in
the ‘Dynamic Legend’ layer, a new layer appears in
the ‘Layers’ section where transparency can be
increased and decreased for the newly displayed
data.
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6) If using the ‘layout’ export option, your map should look something like this.
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EXAMPLE 2: RESOURCE LOCATION SOURCE
ASSESSMENT

Description – The resource location source assessment map describes the sediment, TP, or TN load
generated in each catchment which is delivered to the priority resource point. This differs from the
Catchment Yield/Load Map as it describes the amount of sediment, TP, or TN reaching a downstream
priority resource location (e.g. lake, stream, river, or water quality monitoring station) as opposed to just
the catchment outlet.
Use/Need – The resource location source assessment map is important as it illustrates the amount of
sediment, TP, or TN reaching and impacting downstream locations and can be directly compared with
water quality goals at each resource point.

Steps
1) If another map is open. Click
‘Reset & Clear Graphics’ in the
Dynamic Legend tab:
This will clear out any information
you currently have on your map
2) Similar to the steps in Example 1,
for your watershed, choose
‘Ashley Creek – Ashley
(huc0701020203)’ and for your
Basemap, choose ‘Topographic’.
3) In the ‘Layers’ tab, make sure
‘Boundary’ and ‘Priority
Resources’ are marked visible
and click on the Dynamic Legend
Graphic
next to ‘Priority
Resources & Catchments’.
4) Clicking the
icon will activate
the Dynamic Legend tab as
shown:
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5) In the ‘Attribute’ dropdown, select
‘Sediment delivery to Resource of
Concern, tons/year’. This attribute
shows the sediment load
(tons/year) delivered from the
catchment outlet to the priority
resource point of concern. This
selection activates a new selection
to appear titled ‘Priority Resource.’
In this case, we want to know the
amount of sediment delivered from
each catchment to the watershed
outlet. The watershed outlet in this
example is priority resource point
1. In the ‘Priority Resource’
dropdown, choose ‘1’. PTMAppWeb will then automatically
generate a map showing sediment
delivery from each individual
catchment to priority resource
point 1.
6) Due to programming compatibility limitations, the
legend break values are currently unable to be
edited by the user. This issue is being
addressed and the capability will be added as
soon as it is resolved. Currently, the default
break values are determined by a ‘natural
breaks’ classification.
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7) If you wish, you can print this map within the ‘Print’ layer using the ‘layout’ or ‘map’ export options
(see section 4.4 for more details on this process and available options).

7) For this map, we can name it “Sediment Load to the Ashley Creek Outlet (tons/year)”. After
adding the title, click ‘Export Map as Image’.
8) Your final map should look something like this:
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TIP: The previous map could also be created for UPSTREAM priority resource points as well.

Description – If you need a Source Assessment Map for other upstream priority resources, you only
need to change one item from the previous steps (see below).
Use/Need – This map may be important as you might have different water quality goals for tributaries
than you do for the main stream/river in your study area. You should also note that similar catchments
may have different yields/loads depending on what priority resource you’re looking at.

Steps to Create
1) Follow steps 1-4 as detailed above, but use priority resource ‘2’ instead of ‘1’ (see red arrow in
figure below). Priority resource 2 is the outlet of Silver Creek, a tributary to Ashley Creek.
Choosing Resource Point 2 then updates your catchment loading values in your map (see
catchments within the green circle below).

2) If you wish to print the map, you may want to zoom in and re-center the Silver Creek Watershed
in your map viewer or select default map view by clicking the
symbol. Your new map
should look like this:
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5.2

BMPS: TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY AND EFFECTIVENESS

One of the predominant uses of PTMApp is determining where BMP opportunities are technically feasible
on the landscape, what their benefits are (both at the edge-of-field and at downstream water resource),
and their estimated cost to install. BMP locations and benefits can be shown on a map in PTMApp-Web
for various uses, and can display information on location, water quality benefit, area treated, and costeffectiveness among other items.
The following PTMApp product examples walk the user through the steps necessary to create various
BMP treatment group-specific maps. PTMApp groups BMPs based on how they treat sediment, TP, and
TN. The six BMP treatment groups, and example BMPs which would fit within each group, are listed in
the table below.

PTMApp-Desktop
Group Code

BMP Treatment
Group

BMP Examples in Each Treatment Group

1

Storage

Water and Sediment Control Basin (WASCOB); Embankment
Pond; Wetland Restoration/Creation; Drainage Water
Management/Controlled Drainage Structure

2

Filtration

Grassed Waterway, Filter/Buffer Strip

3

Bio-filtration

Denitrifying bioreactor

4

Infiltration

2-stage Ditch; Infiltration Trench

Protection
Source
Reduction

Grade Stabilization; Tillage Management (e.g. No-Till or
Reduced Till); Shoreline Protection
Nutrient Management; Cover Crops; Perennial Crops; Critical
Planting Areas

5
6

Each of the following maps could be generated for any or all of the treatment groups.
Five product examples are shown below, but many more products could be created with the attributes
available on PTMApp-Web. A full list of these attributes, and their association with the underlying
PTMApp-Desktop data, can be found on the PTMApp-Web Attribute Catalog in Appendix A of this
document.
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EXAMPLE 3: LOCATE BMP OPPORTUNITIES AND THEIR
UPSTREAM DRAINAGE AREA

Description – Illustrate where storage practices are feasible on the landscape (according to PTMAppDesktop) and the amount of upstream area each will treat.

Use/Need – Determine the drainage area. This map could be used to locate and rank the BMPs which
treat the largest upstream drainage area.

Steps to Create
1) If another map is open. Click ‘Reset & Clear Graphics’ in the Dynamic Legend tab:

This will clear out any information you currently have on your map
2)

Return to the Layers tab and make the Boundary,
Priority Resources & Catchments, and Best
Management Practice Benefits: Catchment Scale with
the sublayer Storage (optional) are visible
, then
click on the Best Management Practice Benefits:
Catchment Scale Dynamic Legend icon

:

3) This will activate the Dynamic Legend tab. In the
Dynamic Legend tab in the Layer dropdown select
‘storage’ practices:
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4) Selecting storage practices will activate
another dropdown: ‘Attribute’. Select the
‘Area, ft2’ attribute, which will display each
storage practice’s upstream watershed area
in square-feet. You could also create maps
for any of the other BMPs group types shown
above as well.
Note: The ‘storage’ under the layer ‘Best
Management Practice benefits: Catchment Scale’
will have to be made invisible
since
it is on top of the new dynamic layer symbolizing drainage area.

5) If you wish, you can print this map:
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EXAMPLE 4: BMP EFFECTIVENESS FOR REDUCING TOTAL
PHOSPHORUS AT THE BMP

Description – Illustrate where storage practices are feasible on the landscape (according to PTMAppDesktop) AND their effectiveness for treating total phosphorus at the BMP.

Use/Need – Grant applications, watershed planning activities, etc.

Steps to Create
1) If another map is open. Click ‘Reset & Clear Graphics’ in the Dynamic Legend tab:

This will clear out any information you currently have on your map
2) Return to the Layers tab and make the Boundary,
Priority Resources & Catchments, and Best
Management Practice Benefits: Catchment Scale with
the sublayer Storage (optional) are visible
, then
click on the Best Management Practice Benefits:
Catchment Scale Dynamic Legend icon

:

3) This will activate the Dynamic Legend tab for Best
Management
Practices.
For the Layer
dropdown
choose
‘storage’
practices.
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4) Choosing storage practices automatically creates another
dropdown: ‘Attribute’. Choose the ‘Total Phosphorus
Reduction (10 yr event), %’. This will show all storage
practices on the landscape and their estimated effectiveness
at reducing total phosphorus as a percentage between 0100%.
Note: Due to programming compatibility limitations, the
legend break values are currently unable to be edited by the user. This issue is being addressed
and the capability will be added as soon as it is resolved. Currently, the default break values are
determined by a ‘natural breaks’ classification.
5) Based on the BMP statistics run with this dataset, all storage BMPs are within 38.7-53.7%
effective at reducing total phosphorus delivered to the BMP.
Note: The ‘storage’ under the layer ‘Best Management Practice benefits: Catchment Scale’ will
have to be made invisible

since it is on top of the new dynamic layer.

6) This map can also be printed, and should look like this:
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EXAMPLE 5: BMP EFFECTIVENESS FOR REDUCING
SEDIMENT AT THE CATCHMENT OUTLET (EDGE-OFFIELD)

Description – Illustrate where filtration practices are feasible on the landscape (according to PTMAppDesktop) AND their effectiveness for treating sediment at the catchment outlet.
Use/Need – Determine BMP effectiveness for treating sediment, TP, or TN before delivery to the edgeof-field or concentrated flowpath (i.e. what gets into waterways); use in grant applications, watershed
planning, setting/benchmarking water quality goals.

Steps
1) If another map is open. Click ‘Reset & Clear Graphics’ in the Dynamic Legend tab:

This will clear out any information you currently have on your map
2)

Return to the Layers tab and make the Priority
Resources & Catchments, Boundary, and Best
Management Practice Benefits: Catchment Scale with
the sublayer Filtration (optional) are visible
, then click
on the Best Management Practice Benefits: Catchment
Scale Dynamic Legend icon

:

3) This will activate the Dynamic Legend tab for Best
Management
Practices. For
the Layer
dropdown
choose
‘filtration’
practices.
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4) Choosing filtration practices automatically
creates another dropdown: ‘Attribute’. Choose
the ‘Sediment Reduction at Catchment (10 yr
event), tons/year’. This will show all filtration
practices on the landscape and their
estimated effectiveness at reducing sediment
(units = tons/year) as measured at the
catchment outlet. The legend is below:

Note: 1) The ‘filtration’ under the layer ‘Best Management
Practice benefits: Catchment Scale’ will have to be made
invisible
since it is on top of the new dynamic
layer symbolizing sediment reduction. 2) Due to
programming compatibility limitations, the legend break
values are currently unable to be edited by the user. This
issue is being addressed and the capability will be added
as soon as it is resolved. Currently, the default break
values are determined by a ‘natural breaks’ classification.

5) Printed map should look like this,
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5.2.4 EXAMPLE 6: BMP EFFECTIVENESS FOR REDUCING
SEDIMENT AT THE PRIORITY RESOURCE

Description – Illustrate where filtration practices are feasible on the landscape (according to PTMAppDesktop) AND their effectiveness for treating sediment at the outlet of Silver Creek (priority resource point
#2 in the Ashley Creek Watershed).
Use/Need – Determine sediment, TP, or TN delivery to a downstream resource of concern. This could
include a river/stream outlet, lake outlet, monitoring location, etc. This map could be used in grant
applications or watershed planning to illustrate the BMPs (in this case filtration BMPs) which have the
highest reduction potential to a certain resource location.

Steps to Create
1) If another map is open. Click ‘Reset & Clear Graphics’ in the Dynamic Legend tab:

This will clear out any information you currently have on your map
2)

Return to the Layers tab and make the
Boundary, Priority Resources &
Catchments, and Best Management
Practice Benefits: Catchment Scale are
visible
, then click on the Best
Management Practice Benefits: Watershed
Scale Dynamic Legend icon

:
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3) This will activate the Dynamic Legend
tab:
4) In the Dynamic Legend tab, choose the
following options for each dropdown
menu:
a. Attribute: ‘Sediment Reduction
at Resource (10 yr event),
tons/year’
b. Priority Resource: ‘2‘
i. Note: This is the
resource point at the
confluence of Silver
Creek with Ashley
Creek.
c. Treatment Group: ‘Filtration’
5) If you wish, you can print this map. Since this area is smaller than the project area, you should
also consider centering the Silver Creek Watershed in the map area so that the active BMP
treatment areas are contained within the map. Your final product should look like this:
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Similarly, if you wanted to know the impact of your BMPs at treating sediment at your watershed outlet,
you could have instead chosen priority resource point ‘1’, the priority resource point associated with the
project area outlet.
Priority resource points available to you in PTMApp-Web are based on those chosen by project partners
and other stakeholder during creation of these data products in PTMApp-Desktop. Only those created in
PTMApp-Desktop are available to resolve data in the web portal.

5.2.5 EXAMPLE 7: BMP COST EFFECTIVENESS

Description – Illustrate where filtration practices are feasible on the landscape (according to PTMAppDesktop) and their cost-effectiveness (dollars/ton) at reducing sediment delivered to a specific location.

Use/Need – Probably the most widely used factor for gauging and comparing various BMPs across a
watershed is the effectiveness of each BMP in retaining targeted pollutants per dollar spent. For the
Ashley Creek Watershed data used in this example, BMP cost effectiveness is summarized in dollars/ton
for sediment and dollars/lb for TP and TN. To find the most cost-effective BMP(s), you want to look for the
LOWEST dollar/ton or dollar/lb value(s). This map has uses in grant applications, watershed planning,
and other conservation efforts.

Steps to Create
1) If another map is open. Click ‘Reset & Clear Graphics’ in the Dynamic Legend tab:

This will clear out any information you currently
have on your map

2) Return to the Layers tab and make the
Boundary, Priority Resources & Catchments,
and Best Management Practice Benefits:
Catchment Scale are visible
, then click on
the Best Management Practice Benefits:
Watershed Scale Dynamic Legend icon

:
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3) This will open the Dynamic Legend tab. In the ‘Attribute’ dropdown menu, select the ‘Sediment
Treatment Cost (10 yr event), dollars/ton’ attribute, for Priority Resource, choose ‘2’ and for
Treatment Group, choose ‘Filtration’. PTMApp-Web will populate the map to show the costeffectiveness of all filtration BMPs providing sediment loading treatment to priority resource 2, or
the Silver Creek outlet.

4) Due to programming compatibility limitations, the legend break values are currently unable to be
edited by the user. This issue is being addressed and the capability will be added as soon as it is
resolved. Currently, the default break values are determined by a ‘natural breaks’ classification.
5) Printing this map should generate a map that looks like the one below. Keep in mind that the
lighter colored practices are the preferred practices, as they are more cost-effective (i.e. have the
lowest dollar/ton of sediment treated).
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5.3

USING THE TABLE GENERATOR FOR PLANNING AND GRANT SUBMITTAL

The functionality of the Interactive Map provides for a visual understanding of source loads and BMP
opportunity locations and impact. To apply for grant applications, though, you need a list of these source
loads and BMP effectiveness values. The Table Generator can be used to extract this information and
summarize it at scales that meet the needs of LGUs and their respective water quality plans. Be advised
that you can download any of the data on the web using the Table Generator and complete
analysis within Excel. This requires some knowledge of the PTMApp-Desktop product’s naming
conventions.
Below are examples of products which can be created with the .csv downloaded from Table Generator.
These output products were created for the Ashley Creek Watershed in the Sauk River Watershed District
but can also be created for any watershed in PTMApp-Web.

EXAMPLE 8: SOURCE ASSESSMENT: CATCHMENT LOAD
REACHING PRIORITY RESOURCES

Description – Create a table listing the sediment load generated in each catchment and delivered to
each of its downstream priority resource points.
Use/Need – Determining catchment locations contributing excessive runoff to resource locations to
prioritize for BMP and CP implementation.

Steps to Create:
1) In the ‘Select Watershed’ dropdown menu choose your watershed. Then click ‘Download All Data’
in the Table Generator window:

2) This button downloads one or more Excel spreadsheets which contain the PTMApp-Desktop data
used to populate the data in PTMApp Web. For small datasets (i.e. HUC-12 or small HUC-10
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watersheds) you will see one CSV file. For larger watersheds you may see multiple files. This is
because, for larger watersheds, showing all the data in one spreadsheet would not allow the user
to view the data in Microsoft Office Excel as it would exceed the limit for rows per spreadsheet,
which is 1,048,576 for Office 2007 and newer versions. In those cases, the data were split by
‘Pivot_ID’. For very large watersheds (HUC-8 watersheds or larger) even a single ‘Pivot_ID’ may
exceed the row limit in Excel. In those cases, a ‘README’ file was created to state this. Data can
instead be viewed in a text editor application. The below guidance follows pivot table creation
assuming only one CSV file is created for your watershed (as in Ashley Creek Watershed).
3) For BMP-specific operations, creating a Pivot table in Excel is the most efficient way to
summarize and rank data.
4) To create a pivot table, select all cells (Ctrl+A keyboard shortcut) and navigate to Insert >>
PivotTable.

5) The ‘Create PivotTable’ dialog box will open:
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Click on ‘New Worksheet’ to place the pivot table in a separate
worksheet. Then click OK.
6) You should see the ‘PivotTable Fields’ dialog box open on an
empty worksheet:

7) Data will be sorted into Rows, Columns, and Value fields to be analyzed. Additionally the ‘Filter’
field allows you to select data within a certain field. Its use will be discussed in later examples. To
find sediment load generated in each catchment and delivered to each of its downstream
priority resource points , choose the following options:
a. Rows: ‘catch_id’ - Catchment ID
b. Columns: ‘p_res_catch_id’ - Unique whole number ID for priority resource catchment
c. Values: ‘pr_sed_mass_tons’ – Sediment mass in tons delivered from catchment outlet to
priority resource catchment outlet
d. Filter: NONE
Assigning these data to each of the categories above should yield the results below:
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TIP: Within ‘Select Values’, be sure to choose an operation
besides ‘Count’ to analyze your data. For most cases with
PTMApp data, SUM is the best choice as either (1) there is only
one value to analyze or (2) you’re adding multiple values within a given
area (e.g. catchment). To adjust this value, click on the Values dropdown
arrow and select ‘Value Field Settings’. Within the Value Field Settings
dialog box, click ‘Sum’ and hit OK.

8) In this table, each catchment ID is listed to the left and the priority resource point value is listed on
the top. The sediment load (tons/year) generated in each catchment and delivered to each priority
resource point is found under the numbered columns. A ‘Totals’ row is provided at the bottom of
the table (need to scroll down to find), which is a sum of all catchment loads delivered to the
resource point. There is also is also a ‘Totals’ column on the right-hand-side of the table, which is
a sum of the catchments’ contribution to all resource points. Scrolling through this table you can
see many catchments contribute to multiple priority resources, and their values tend to decline
moving downstream.
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9) You can sort the columns to find which catchments contribute greater load to each priority
resource point or export to a table and use within GIS with other PTMApp-Desktop data.

EXAMPLE 9: IDENTIFY BMPS FOR GRANT FUNDING – BY
LOAD REDUCTION

Description – Create a table ranking BMPs based on their ability to remove sediment at each priority
resource point.

Use/Need – A list of BMP opportunities which could be used in a prospective grant application to install
best-of-best practices for reaching a water quality goal at a specific resource. This methodology is for
sediment but could also easily be applied for TP or TN reductions.

Steps to Create:
1) Click ‘Download All Data’ in the Table Generator window:

2) This button downloads a single Excel spreadsheet which contain the PTMApp-Desktop data used
to populate the data in PTMApp-Web:
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3)

For BMP-specific operations, creating a Pivot
table in Excel is the most efficient way to
summarize and rank data.
4) To create a pivot table, select all cells (Ctrl+A
keyboard shortcut) and navigate to Insert >>
PivotTable.
5) The ‘Create PivotTable’ dialog box will open:
Click on ‘New Worksheet’ to place the pivot table
in a separate worksheet. Then click OK.
6) You should see the ‘PivotTable Fields’ dialog box
open on an empty worksheet:
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Data will be sorted into Rows, Values, and Filter fields to be analyzed. Columns will not be used
in this example. To find the BMPs with the highest sediment reduction to priority resources,
choose the following options:
a. Rows: ‘unq_bmp_id’ - Unique BMP ID
b. Columns: EMPTY
c. Values: ‘r_sq2_10’ – median sediment load reduction (tons/year) based on a 10-year, 24hour runoff event
d. Filter: ‘p_res_catch_id’ – priority resource ID

Assigning these data to each of the categories above should yield the results below:
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8) Using the filter option (shown below), you can select specific priority resource points. This
dropdown should be in cell B1.

9) Choosing Resource point #6, for example, lists sediment reduction values for all BMPs upstream
of priority resource point #6 in Ashley Creek. To sort these
and find the MOST EFFECTIVE of these BMPs, select the
columns that contain your BMP ID and reduction values
(Columns A & B) and paste them (VALUES ONLY) into a
new window. Click on ‘Sort & Filter’ and ‘Sort Z to A’. After
deleting the unnecessary remaining rows (listing the
‘Grand Total’ and ‘p_res_catch_id’), you should be left
with these two columns: ‘Row Labels’ and ‘Sum of r_sq2_10’.
10) Select Column B and Click on ‘Sort & Filter’ and ‘Sort Largest to
Smallest’. Select ‘Expand the Selection’ in the ‘Sort Warning’
dialog box and select ‘sort’
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11) Here the top 20 BMPs are selected, which have a combined annual sediment reduction of 29.7
tons.

TIP: If you want to only select certain BMP types, it’s as simple as adding the field ‘grp_code’ to
filters portion of your pivot table and setting the appropriate filters for the desired query.

Steps to Create
Once your pivot table is created following steps 1-6 above, choose the following attributes in each layer:
a. Rows: ‘unq_bmp_id’ - Unique BMP ID
b. Columns: ‘p_res_catch_id’ – priority resource ID
c. Values: ‘r_sq2_10’ – median sediment load reduction (tons/year) based on a 10-year, 24hour runoff event
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d. Filter: ‘grp_code’ – BMP treatment group
Assigning these data to each of the categories above should yield the results below:

Now shown in the Pivot Table are the annual sediment reductions (tons/year) for BMPs at each priority
resource point. Here you can see some BMPs treat multiple priority resource points. If you wish, you can
filter by BMP group by adjusting the ‘grp_code’ filter (Cell B1).
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You can choose to look at specific group codes should you be interested in only certain BMP types. A list
of common BMPs within each BMP group is shown in the table below.

PTMApp-Desktop
Group Code

BMP Treatment
Group

BMP Examples in Each Treatment Group

1

Storage

Water and Sediment Control Basin (WASCOB); Embankment
Pond; Wetland Restoration/Creation; Drainage Water
Management/Controlled Drainage Structure

2

Filtration

Grassed Waterway, Filter/Buffer Strip

3

Bio-filtration

Denitrifying bioreactor

4

Infiltration

2-stage Ditch; Infiltration Trench

Protection
Source
Reduction

Grade Stabilization; Tillage Management (e.g. No-Till or
Reduced Till); Shoreline Protection
Nutrient Management; Cover Crops; Perennial Crops; Critical
Planting Areas

5
6

Lastly, follow step #9 above to copy and paste your data to a new Worksheet and sort to find the BMPs
with the highest reduction amounts.

TIP: You may want to use the steps above for other PTMApp attributes that describe sediment,
TP, and TN reduction for BMPs. Simply change the ‘Values’ layer in your pivot table to the
attribute name below and continue with the same analysis as above.
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Value Filter Name

Description

Unit and Scale of
Results

SQ2_10
SQ2_02
PQ2_10
PQ2_02
NQ2_10
NQ2_02

Sediment reduction (10 yr event), %
Sediment reduction (2 yr event), %
Total Phosphorus reduction (10 yr event), %
Total Phosphorus reduction (2 yr event), %
Total Nitrogen reduction (10 yr event), %
Total Nitrogen reduction (2 yr event), %

% at BMP
% at BMP
% at BMP
% at BMP
% at BMP
% at BMP

C_SQ2_10

Sediment reduction at catchment (10 yr event), tons/year

tons/year at
catchment outlet

C_PQ2_10

Total Phosphorus reduction at catchment (10 yr event),
lbs/year

lbs/year at catchment
outlet

C_NQ2_10

Total Nitrogen reduction at catchment (10 yr event),
lbs/year

lbs/year at catchment
outlet

C_SQ2_02

Sediment reduction at catchment (2 yr event), tons/year

tons/year at
catchment outlet

C_PQ2_02

Total Phosphorus reduction at catchment (2 yr event),
lbs/year

lbs/year at catchment
outlet

C_NQ2_02

Total Nitrogen reduction at catchment (2 yr event),
lbs/year

lbs/year at catchment
outlet

R_SQ2_10

Sediment reduction at resource (10 yr event), tons/year

tons/year at resource
location

R_PQ2_10

Total Phosphorus reduction at resource (10 yr event),
lbs/year

lbs/year at resource
location

R_NQ2_10

Total Nitrogen reduction at resource (10 yr event),
lbs/year

lbs/year at resource
location

R_SQ2_02

Sediment reduction at resource (2 yr event), tons/year

tons/year at resource
location

R_PQ2_02

Total Phosphorus reduction at resource (2 yr event),
lbs/year

lbs/year at resource
location

R_NQ2_02

Total Nitrogen reduction at resource (2 yr event), lbs/year

lbs/year at resource
location
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USING THE ACTION REPORT FOR PLANNING AND GRANT SUBMITTAL

The functionality of the Interactive Map provides a visual understanding of source loads as well as BMP
opportunity locations and impact. However, to apply for grant applications you need a list of these source
loads and BMP effectiveness values. While the Table Generator allows the user access to the full tabular
dataset underlying the PTMApp-Web data, it does require a working knowledge of both PTMApp naming
conventions and Excel pivot tables. The Target BMP Action Report (or simply Action Report) Tool helps
streamline the extraction of the most commonly queried and useful BMP information in PTMApp-Web and
summarize it at scales that meet LGU water quality planning needs with a few simple steps.
Targeted BMP Action Reports contain a cover page which outlines the general ‘Report Details’ and user
input ‘Selection Criteria’ used to query and generate the report. This information is accompanied by a
map displaying BMPs within the selected subwatershed. Future functionality, expected in 2019, will
improve this mapping feature and will also provide an ArcGIS feature class of the practices meeting the
user-specified query.

Following the cover page is the printed list of BMPs in order of most to least preferred or the probable
implementation order given the user-defined criteria. Below is an example the final page of the report
which has one additional row totaling values along with a footnote disclaimer.
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EXAMPLE 10: FIND THE TOP 40 MOST COST-EFFECTIVE
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (SOURCE REDUCTION) BASED
ON SEDIMENT REDUCTION BENEFITS AT THE
CATCHMENT OUTLET (I.E. EDGE-OF-FIELD)

Description – Generate a list of the top 40 most cost-effective management practices based on
reduction benefits at the edge-of-field/catchment outlet (according to PTMApp-Desktop). In this example,
sediment will be used as the water quality parameter of interest.
Use/Need – Determine the 40 most cost-effective management locations for treating sediment, TP, or
TN before delivery to the edge-of-field or concentrated flowpath (i.e. what gets into waterways); use in
grant applications, watershed planning, setting/benchmarking water quality goals.

Steps to Create
1) If an Action Report is already generated, Click ‘Reset Selection’ at the bottom of the page:
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This will clear the selected information back to the default settings and should be pressed if any
previous maps were generated in the same PTMApp-Web session.
2) In ‘Step 1: Select Watershed and Priority Resource Point’ choose ‘Ashley Creek – Ashley
(huc0701020203)' for the watershed and ‘2’ for the ‘Location Point Number’

•

By choosing location point two – we are specifying that we are only concerned with the
top 40 management practices in the Silver Creek Watershed.

It is important to note that the map displayed in this step will print in the report the way
it is seen in this window, except for the legend being removed and placed outside the
data frame. Set the scale and position the map accordingly.

3) In ‘Step 2: Select Parameter’, select ‘Sediment’ from the dropdown (this is default)

•

This drop down selects the water quality parameter (Sediment, TN, TP) of concern which
the ranking will be based.

4) In ‘Step 3: Select Type of Practice (Treatment Group)’ select ‘Source Reduction’

•

In this step, the user specifies which practice types should be considered in the Action
Report. In this example, we are only concerned with management practices so only
‘Source Reduction’ practices are selected. Note: ‘Biofiltration’ is unable to be selected.
When this dataset was created, it was predefined that biofiltration practices were not to
be considered and therefore were generated in the dataset.

5) In ‘Step 4: Basis For Practice Selection’ select the following:
 ‘Method to Rank BMPs’ – ‘Cost-Effectiveness (lowest $/mass)’ (This is default)
o This is the most popular method to rank BMPs and is derived from dividing BMP
cost ($) by the reduction benefit mass (tons for sediment or pounds for TN and
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TP). This normalizes that data for all BMPs showing the best return on
investment. In this example sediment was selected in step 2 so this will be the
water quality reduction applied to the calculation for ranking, however, the
generated report will additionally supply the statistics of the other water quality
benefits received from the BMP.
‘Method Used to Select BMPs’ – ‘Number of Highest Ranked BMPs’ (This is default)
o This option works in combination with the ‘Method to Rank BMPs’ – The default
applied in this example simply ranks the most cost-effective BMPs. Other options
in this drop down serve to filter the data by setting thresholds or ranges for BMP
inclusion/exclusion based on cost-effectiveness, total load reduction, and total
cost.
‘(# of BMPs to Print) max 40’ – ‘40’ (This is default)
o This option is dynamic based on the selection of the ‘Method Used to Select
BMPs’ selected by the user. For additional information on these options see
(section 4.6, step 4, B).
‘Outlet Location’ – ‘Catchment Outlet’
o In this example, we are looking at edge-of-field or catchment benefits from the
BMPs so ‘Catchment Outlet’ is selected. If ‘Watershed Outlet’ was selected, BMP
reductions would be measured at the ‘Location Point Number’ outlet selected in
step 1.
‘Storm Event’ – ‘2-year’
o In this example, we are measuring BMP benefits/reductions for a 2-year, 24-hour
design storm event. The other option is a 10-year, 24-hour storm event.
‘Anticipated performance’
Source Reduction – Median Q2 (expected) (This is default)
o Anticipated performance of BMP types is derived from a reduction ratio which is
based on the empirical statistical distribution of BMP effectiveness for each
practice type. This section will default to the Median Q2 effectiveness for practice
types selected in step 3.
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6) Lastly, select “Generate Report” at the bottom of the page. Depending on the size of the area and
complexity of the parameters selected, this process may take a while. Databases are queried on
input parameters and calculations are done on the fly to generate the report. The report will
download as a pdf.
This full Action Report for this example can be view in Appendix A: 6.5 Action Report Example 10.

5.4.2 EXAMPLE 11: FIND THE TOP 40 MOST COST-EFFECTIVE
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (SOURCE REDUCTION) BASED
ON SEDIMENT REDUCTION BENEFITS AT THE
RESOURECE POINT (WATERSHED) OUTLET

This example has identical user input parameters to the previous example, “5.4.1 Example 10”, except for
the BMP reduction benefits and subsequently the cost-effectiveness will be based on the Resource Point
(Watershed) Outlet. This is accomplished by changing the ‘Output Location’ in Step 4 to ‘Watershed
Outlet’. All other parameters remain the same (see figure below).
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The full Action Report for this example can be view in Appendix A: 6.6 Action Report Example 11.
When comparing the differences between Action Report Example 10 and 11, one can see that many of
the same practices are pulled but with varying order, reductions, and cost-effectiveness. These
differences can also be seen in the totals for each report (below).

Watershed Outlet

Catchment Outlet

5.4.3 EXAMPLE 12: FIND THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE
PRACTICES BASED ON PHOSPHORUS REDUCTION BENEFITS
AT THE RESOURCE POINT (WATERSHED) OUTLET WITH
MINIMUM LOAD REDUCTION REQUIREMENTS

Description – Generates a list of most cost-effective BMPs based on a minimum reduction benefit at
the Resource Point (Watershed) Outlet according to PTMApp-Desktop. In this example, Phosphorus will
be used as the water quality parameter of interest and only BMPs with reductions over 1 pound annually
will be considered.
Use/Need – Determine the most cost-effective BMPs for treating sediment, TP, or TN before delivery to
Watershed outlet. Additionally, the example shows how to qualify a minimum benefit reduction; use in
grant applications, watershed planning, setting/benchmarking water quality goals.

Steps to Create
1) If an Action Report is already generated, Click ‘Reset Selection’ at the bottom of the page:

This will clear the selected information back to the default settings
2) In ‘Step 1: Select Watershed and Priority Resource Point’ choose ‘Ashley Creek – Ashley
(huc0701020203)' for the watershed and ‘1’ for the ‘Location Point Number’
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By choosing location point one – we are specifying that we are looking for most costeffective practices in the entire watershed based of TP reductions at the watershed
outlet.

It is important to note that the map displayed in this step will print in the report the way
it is seen in this window except for the legend being removed and placed outside the
data frame. Set the scale and position the map accordingly.

3) In ‘Step 2: Select Parameter’, select ‘Total Phosphorus’ from the dropdown

•

This drop down selects the water quality parameter (Sediment, TN, TP) of concern which
the ranking will be based.

4) In ‘Step 3: Select Type of Practice (Treatment Group)’ select ‘Source Reduction’, ‘Filtration’,
‘Infiltration’, ‘Storage’, and ‘Protection’

•

In this step, the user specifies which practice types should be considered in the action
report. In this example, we are looking at all the possibilities available in the dataset, so
every available type of practice is selected. Note: ‘Biofiltration’ is unable to be selected.
When this dataset was created, it was predefined that biofiltration practices were not to
be considered and therefore were generated in the dataset.

5) In ‘Step 4: Basis For Practice Selection’ select the following:
 ‘Method to Rank BMPs’ – ‘Cost-Effectiveness (lowest $/mass)’ (This is default)
o This is the most popular method to rank BMPs and is derived from dividing BMP
cost ($) by the reduction benefit mass (tons for sediment or pounds for TN and
TP). This normalizes that data for all BMPs showing the best return on
investment. In this example total Phosphorus was selected in step 2 so this will
be the water quality reduction applied to the calculation for ranking, however, the
generated report will additionally supply the statistics of the other water quality
benefits received from the BMP.
 ‘Method Used to Select BMPs’ – ‘Minimum Load Reduction’
o This option works in combination with the ‘Method to Rank BMPs’ – By setting a
minimum load reduction, a qualifier is set to the cost-effectiveness in order to
ensure a threshold for reduction is met. Increases can be expected in overall
($/lb), total cost, and total TP reduction benefits selected benefits. Other options
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in this drop down serve to filter the data by setting thresholds or ranges for BMP
inclusion/exclusion based on cost-effectiveness, total load reduction, and total
cost.
‘(lb)’ – ‘1’
o This option is dynamic based on the selection of the ‘Method Used to Select
BMPs’ selected by the user. In this example, it represents the minimum
poundage for annual TP reduction to be included in the report. For additional
information on these options see (section 4.6, step 4, B).
‘Outlet Location’ – ‘Watershed Outlet’
o In this example, we are looking at ‘Watershed Outlet’ which is BMP reductions
measured at the ‘Location Point Number’ outlet selected in step 1. In this case,
that is the entire watershed. The other option is Catchment Outlet or edge-of-field
benefits from the BMPs selected.
‘Storm Event’ – ‘2-year’
o In this example, we are measuring BMP benefits/reductions for a 2-year, 24-hour
design storm event. The other option is a 10-year, 24-hour storm event.
‘Anticipated performance’
 Source Reduction – Median Q2 (expected) (This is default)
 Filtration – Median Q2 (expected) (This is default)
 Infiltration – Median Q2 (expected) (This is default)
 Storage – Median Q2 (expected) (This is default)
 Protection – Median Q2 (expected) (This is default)
o Anticipated performance of BMP types is derived from a reduction ratio which is
based on the empirical statistical distribution of BMP effectiveness for each
practice type. This section will default to the Median Q2 effectiveness for practice
types selected in step 3.
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6) Lastly, select “Generate Report” at the bottom of the page. Depending on the size of the area and
complexity of the parameters selected, this process may take a while. Databases are queried on
input parameters and calculations are done on the fly to generate the report. The report will
download as a pdf.
This full Action Report for this example can be view in Appendix A: 6.7 Action Report Example 12.

5.4.4 EXAMPLE 13: FIND PRACTICES WITH THE GREATEST
NITROGEN LOAD REDUCTION AT THE RESOURCE POINT
(WATERSHED) OUTLET WITH A COST-EFFECTIVENESS
QUALIFIER

Description – Generates a list of BMPs based on largest reduction benefits at the Resource Point
(Watershed) Outlet according to PTMApp-Desktop. In this example, Nitrogen will be used as the water
quality parameter of interest and only BMPs meeting a minimum cost-effectiveness value will be
considered.

Use/Need – Determine the BMPs with the largest reduction benefits for treating sediment, TP, or TN
before delivery to Watershed outlet. Additionally, the example shows how to qualify a minimum costeffectiveness. This allows the user to generate a report focused at finding the BMPs providing the
greatest reduction benefits while still maintaining an acceptable return on investment; use in grant
applications, watershed planning, setting/benchmarking water quality goals.

Steps to Create
1) If an Action Report is already generated, Click ‘Reset Selection’ at the bottom of the page:

This will clear the selected information back to the default settings
2) In ‘Step 1: Select Watershed and Priority Resource Point’ choose ‘Ashley Creek – Ashley
(huc0701020203)' for the watershed and ‘1’ for the ‘Location Point Number’

•

By choosing location point one – we are specifying that we are looking for most costeffective practices in the entire watershed based of TN reductions at the watershed
outlet.
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It is important to note that the map displayed in this step will print in the report the way
it is seen in this window except for the legend being removed and placed outside the
data frame. Set the scale and position the map accordingly.

3) In ‘Step 2: Select Parameter’, select ‘Total Nitrogen’ from the dropdown

•

This drop down selects the water quality parameter (Sediment, TN, TP) of concern which
the ranking will be based.

4) In ‘Step 3: Select Type of Practice (Treatment Group)’ select ‘Source Reduction’, ‘Filtration’,
‘Infiltration’, ‘Storage’, and ‘Protection’

•

In this step, the user specifies which practice types should be considered in the Action
Report. In this example, we are looking at all the possibilities available in the dataset, so
every available type of practice is selected. Note: ‘Biofiltration’ is unable to be selected.
When this dataset was created, it was predefined that biofiltration practices were not to
be considered and therefore were generated in the dataset.

5) In ‘Step 4: Basis for Practice Selection’ select the following:
 ‘Method to Rank BMPs’ – ‘Load Reduction’
o This method focuses the report on magnitude of the reduction benefit regardless
of the cost.
 ‘Method Used to Select BMPs’ – ‘Less than Maximum Cost-Effectiveness’
o This option works in combination with the ‘Method to Rank BMPs’ – Specifically a
threshold is set for acceptable cost-effectiveness ensuring an acceptable return
on investment. Other options in this drop down serve to filter the data by setting
thresholds or ranges for BMP inclusion/exclusion based on total load reduction
and total cost.
 ‘($/lb)’ – ‘100’
o This option is dynamic based on the selection of the ‘Method Used to Select
BMPs’ selected by the user. In this example, it represents the maximum
allowable cost-effectiveness. In this example, a BMP is excluded from the report
if it cost more than $100 per pound of TN it removes. For additional information
on these options see (section 4.6, step 4, B).
 ‘Outlet Location’ – ‘Watershed Outlet’
o In this example, we are looking at ‘Watershed Outlet’ which is BMP reductions
measured at the ‘Location Point Number’ outlet selected in step 1. In this case,
that is the entire watershed. The other option is Catchment Outlet or edge-of-field
benefits from the BMPs selected.
 ‘Storm Event’ – ‘2-year’
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In this example, we are measuring BMP benefits/reductions for a 2-year, 24-hour
design storm event. The other option is a 10-year, 24-hour storm event.
‘Anticipated performance’
 Source Reduction – Median Q2 (expected) (This is default)
 Filtration – Median Q2 (expected) (This is default)
 Infiltration – Median Q2 (expected) (This is default)
 Storage – Median Q2 (expected) (This is default)
 Protection – Median Q2 (expected) (This is default)
o Anticipated performance of BMP types is derived from a reduction ratio which is
based on the empirical statistical distribution of BMP effectiveness for each
practice type. This section will default to the Median Q2 effectiveness for practice
types selected in step 3.
o



6) Lastly, select “Generate Report” at the bottom of the page. Depending on the size of the area and
complexity of the parameters selected, this process may take a while. Databases are queried on
input parameters and calculations are done on the fly to generate the report. The report will
download as a pdf.
This full Action Report for this example can be view in Appendix A: 6.8 Action Report Example 13.
Below are some examples from report totals using different values for “Less than Maximum CostEffectiveness”. These results show how important it can be to set a reasonable value when querying
maximum reduction values to ensure the user is getting an appropriate return on investment for targeted
BMPs.
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Maximum of $100/lb

Maximum of $200/lb

No Maximum Set – Number of Highest Ranked BMPs

6 APPENDIX A: PTMAPP-WEB ATTRIBUTE CATALOG
Listed below are the attribute catalogs for the PTMApp-Web Interactive Map and Table Generator. These
tables are listed in different sections, but access similar PTMApp-Desktop data.
Each PTMApp-Web Interactive Map attribute is associated with the original PTMApp-Desktop data,
including the table it’s found in (Table Name), its attribute name within the table (Attribute Name), the
original GIS data type (Data Type), a description of what the data means (Description), and the PTMAppDesktop module and button the data is create in (Processed In).
The Table Generator data are summarized very similarly, but with another attribute that links the Table
Generator attribute with its pair in the Interactive Map feature, should you wish to compare.

6.1

INTERACTIVE MAP ATTRIBUTE TABLE: PRIORITY RESOURCES & CATCHMENTS

PTMApp-Web Attributes -- Priority Resources & Catchments
PTMApp-Web
Attribute Name

PTMApp-Desktop
Table Name

Attribute Name

Date Type

Description

Runoff Volume (2 yr), ft3

table_catchment

RO_vol_2yr

Double

Catchment runoff volume in cubic feet for
2-year 24-hr rainfall event

Runoff Volume (10 yr), ft3

table_catchment

RO_vol_10yr

Double

Catchment runoff volume in cubic feet for
10-year 24-hr rainfall event

Peak Discharge (2 yr
Event), cfs

table_catchment

PeakQ_2yr

Double

Catchment peak discharge in cubic feet per
second for 2-year 24-hr rainfall event

Peak Discharge (10 yr
Event), cfs

table_catchment

PeakQ_10yr

Double

Sediment delivery to
catchment, tons/year

table_catchment

sed_mass_fl_tons

Double

Sediment delivery to
catchment, tons/acre/year

table_catchment

sed_mass_fl_tons_acre

Double

Total Nitrogen delivery to
catchment, lbs/year

table_catchment

tn_mass_fl_lbs

Double

Total Nitrogen delivery to
catchment, lbs/acre/year

table_catchment

tn_mass_fl_lbs_acre

Double

table_catchment

tp_mass_fl_lbs

Double

table_catchment

tp_mass_fl_lbs_acre

Double

Total Phosphorus delivery
to catchment, lbs/year
Total Phosphorus delivery
to catchment,
lbs/acre/year
Sediment delivery to
resource of concern,
tons/year

table_p_res_catchment_route

pr_sed_mass_tons

Double

Catchment peak discharge in cubic feet per
second for 10-year 24-hr rainfall event
Annual sediment mass (delivered to the
catchment outlet) in tons, summed over
the catchment
Annual sediment yield (delivered to the
catchment outlet) in tons/acre/year,
summed over the catchment
Annual total nitrogen mass (delivered to
the catchment outlet) in pounds, summed
over the catchment
Annual total nitrogen yield (delivered to the
catchment outlet) in pounds/acre/year,
summed over the catchment
Annual total phosphorus mass (delivered to
the catchment outlet) in pounds, summed
over the catchment
Annual total phosphorus yield (delivered to
the catchment outlet) in pounds/acre/year,
summed over the catchment
Sediment mass in tons delivered from
catchment outlet to priority resource
catchment outlet

Processed In
Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings
Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings
Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings
Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings
Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings
Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings
Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings
Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings
Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings
Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings
Catchments and
Loading > Sediment,
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PTMApp-Web Attributes -- Priority Resources & Catchments
PTMApp-Web
Attribute Name

Sediment delivery to
resource of concern,
tons/acre/year
Total Nitrogen delivery to
resource of concern,
lbs/year
Total Nitrogen delivery to
resource of concern,
lbs/acre/year
Total Phosphorus delivery
to resource of concern,
lbs/year

PTMApp-Desktop
Table Name

table_p_res_catchment_route

table_p_res_catchment_route

table_p_res_catchment_route

table_p_res_catchment_route

Attribute Name

pr_sed_mass_tons_acre

pr_tn_mass_lbs

pr_tn_mass_lbs_acre

pr_tp_mass_lbs

Date Type

Description

Double

Sediment yield in tons per acre delivered
from catchment outlet to priority resource
catchment outlet

Double

Total nitrogen mass in tons delivered from
catchment outlet to priority resource
catchment outlet

Double

Total nitrogen yield in tons per acre
delivered from catchment outlet to priority
resource catchment outlet

Double

Total phosphorus mass in tons delivered
from catchment outlet to priority resource
catchment outlet

Total Phosphorus delivery
to resource of concern,
lbs/acre/year

table_p_res_catchment_route

pr_tp_mass_lbs_acre

Double

Sediment delivery to
catchment, %

table_r_catchment

sed_mass_fl_rank

Double

Total Nitrogen delivery to
catchment, %

table_r_catchment

tn_mass_fl_rank

Double

Total Phosphorus delivery
to catchment, %

table_r_catchment

tp_mass_fl_rank

Double

Total phosphorus yield in tons per acre
delivered from catchment outlet to priority
resource catchment outlet
Annual sediment yield (delivered to the
catchment outlet) ranking, relative to all
catchments
Annual total nitrogen yield (delivered to the
catchment outlet) ranking, relative to all
catchments
Annual total phosphorus yield (delivered to
the catchment outlet) ranking, relative to
all catchments

Processed In
TP and TN Channel
Routing
Catchments and
Loading > Sediment,
TP and TN Channel
Routing
Catchments and
Loading > Sediment,
TP and TN Channel
Routing
Catchments and
Loading > Sediment,
TP and TN Channel
Routing
Catchments and
Loading > Sediment,
TP and TN Channel
Routing
Catchments and
Loading > Sediment,
TP and TN Channel
Routing
Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery
Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery
Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery
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PTMApp-Web Attributes -- Priority Resources & Catchments
PTMApp-Web
Attribute Name
WQI delivery to catchment,
%

PTMApp-Desktop
Table Name

table_r_catchment

Attribute Name

wqi_mass_fl

Date Type

Double

Sediment delivery to
resource of concern, %

table_r_p_res_catchment

sed_mass_pr_rank

Double

Total Nitrogen delivery to
resource of concern, %

table_r_p_res_catchment

tn_mass_pr_rank

Double

Total Phosphorus delivery
to resource of concern, %

table_r_p_res_catchment

tp_mass_pr_rank

Double

WQI delivery to resource of
concern, %

table_r_p_res_catchment

wqi_mass_pr

Double

Description
Water quality index ranking based on
sediment, total nitrogen, and total
phosphorus (delivered to the catchment
outlet), relative to all catchments
Annual sediment yield (delivered to the
priority resource) ranking, relative to
priority resource catchment
Annual total nitrogen yield (delivered to the
priority resource) ranking, relative to
priority resource catchment
Annual total phosphorus yield (delivered to
the priority resource) ranking, relative to
priority resource catchment
Water quality index ranking based on
sediment, total nitrogen, and total
phosphorus (delivered to priority resource
outlet), relative to priority resource
catchments

Processed In
Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery
Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery
Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery
Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery
Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery
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6.2

INTERACTIVE MAP ATTRIBUTE TABLE: BMP BENEFITS: WATERSHED SCALE

PTMApp-Web Attributes – Best Management Practice Benefits: Watershed Scale
PTMApp-Web
Attribute Name

PTMApp-Desktop
Table Name

Attribute Name

Date Type

Description

Total Nitrogen reduction at
resource (2 yr event),
lbs/year

table_ba_load_red

R_NQ2_02

Float

Sediment treatment cost
(10 yr event), dollars/ton

table_ca_bmp_costeff

CI_SQ2_10

Float

sediment reduction at resource of concern
based upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern based on 10 year, 24
hour event (tons/year)
Phosphorus reduction at resource of
concern based upon median (Q2)
effectiveness @ resource of concern 10
year, 24 hour event (pounds/year)
Nitrogen reduction at resource of concern
based upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern 10 year, 24 hour
event (pounds/year)
sediment reduction at resource of concern
based upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern based on 2 year, 24
hour event (tons/year)
Phosphorus reduction at resource of
concern based upon median (Q2)
effectiveness @ resource of concern 2
year, 24 hour event (pounds/year)
Nitrogen reduction at resource of concern
based upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern 2 year, 24 hour event
(pounds/year)
sediment cost index (BMP cost/reduction)
at resource of concern based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern based on 10 year, 24 hour event

Total Phosphorus treatment
cost (10 yr event), dollars/lb

table_ca_bmp_costeff

CI_PQ2_10

Float

Phosphorus cost index (BMP
cost/reduction) at resource of concern

Sediment reduction at
resource (10 yr event),
tons/year
Total Phosphorus reduction
at resource (10 yr event),
lbs/year
Total Nitrogen reduction at
resource (10 yr event),
lbs/year
Sediment reduction at
resource (2 yr event),
tons/year
Total Phosphorus reduction
at resource (2 yr event),
lbs/year

table_ba_load_red

table_ba_load_red

table_ba_load_red

table_ba_load_red

table_ba_load_red

R_SQ2_10

R_PQ2_10

R_NQ2_10

R_SQ2_02

R_PQ2_02

Float

Float

Float

Float

Float

Processed In
Benefits Analysis >
Generate Benefits
Tables
Benefits Analysis >
Generate Benefits
Tables
Benefits Analysis >
Generate Benefits
Tables
Benefits Analysis >
Generate Benefits
Tables
Benefits Analysis >
Generate Benefits
Tables
Benefits Analysis >
Generate Benefits
Tables

Cost Analysis
Cost Analysis
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PTMApp-Web Attributes – Best Management Practice Benefits: Watershed Scale
PTMApp-Web
Attribute Name

PTMApp-Desktop
Table Name

Attribute Name

Date Type

Total Nitrogen treatment
cost (10 yr event), dollars/lb

table_ca_bmp_costeff

CI_NQ2_10

Float

Sediment treatment cost (2
yr event), dollars/ton

table_ca_bmp_costeff

CI_SQ2_02

Float

Total Phosphorus treatment
cost (2 yr event), dollars/lb

table_ca_bmp_costeff

CI_PQ2_02

Float

Total Nitrogen treatment
cost (2 yr event), dollars/lb

table_ca_bmp_costeff

CI_NQ2_02

Float

Description
based upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern 10 year, 24 hour
event
Nitrogen cost index (BMP cost/reduction)
at resource of concern based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern 10 year, 24 hour event
sediment cost index (BMP cost/reduction)
at resource of concern based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern based on 2 year, 24 hour event
Phosphorus cost index (BMP
cost/reduction) at resource of concern
based upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern 2 year, 24 hour event
Nitrogen cost index (BMP cost/reduction)
at resource of concern based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern 2 year, 24 hour event

Processed In

Cost Analysis

Cost Analysis

Cost Analysis

Cost Analysis
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6.3

INTERACTIVE MAP ATTRIBUTE TABLE: BMP BENEFITS: CATCHMENT SCALE

PTMApp-Web Attributes -- Best Management Practice Benefits: Catchment Scale
PTMApp-Web
Attribute Name

PTMApp-Desktop
Table Name

Attribute Name

Date Type

Description

Area, ft2

BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')

wtsArea_ft

Float

Water treated (2 yr Event),
ft3 or feet/sec

BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')

D_2yr24hr

Float

Water treated (10 yr Event),
ft3 or feet/sec

BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')

D_10yr24hr

Float

watershed
volume or velocity of water delivered for 2
year, 24 hour precip event (cubic feet or
feet/sec)
volume or velocity of water delivered for
10 year, 24 hour precip event (cubic feet
or feet/sec)

Sediment at BMP delivered
to catchment, tons/year

bmp_implementation

SedCat_tn

Float

Sediment at the BMP that will be
delivered to the catchment outlet, tons

Total Phosphorus at BMP
delivered to catchment,
lbs/year

bmp_implementation

tpCat_lbs

Float

Phosphorus at the BMP that will be
delivered to a catchment outlet, pounds

Total Nitrogen at BMP
delivered to catchment,
lbs/year
Sediment reduction (10 yr
event), %
Sediment reduction (2 yr
event), %
Total Phosphorus reduction
(10 yr event), %
Total Phosphorus reduction
(2 yr event), %
Total Nitrogen reduction
(10 yr event), %

bmp_implementation
BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')
BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')
BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')
BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')
BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')

tnCat_lbs

Float

SQ2_10

Float

SQ2_02

Float

PQ2_10

Float

PQ2_02

Float

NQ2_10

Float

Nitrogen at the BMP that will be delivered
to a catchment outlet, pounds
Median (Q2) % reduction in sediment at
BMP based upon 10 year, 24 hour event
Median (Q2) % reduction in sediment at
BMP based upon 2 year, 24 hour
Median (Q2) % reduction in Phosphorus at
BMP based upon 10 year, 24 hour event
Median (Q2) % reduction in Phosphorus at
BMP based upon 2 year, 24 hour
Median (Q2) % reduction in Nitrogen at
BMP based upon 10 year, 24 hour event

Processed In
Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Ratio
Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Ratio
Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Ratio
Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
(from user-created
BMP shapefile)
Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
(from user-created
BMP shapefile)
Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
(from user-created
BMP shapefile)
Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Efficiency
Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Efficiency
Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Efficiency
Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Efficiency
Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Efficiency
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PTMApp-Web Attributes -- Best Management Practice Benefits: Catchment Scale
PTMApp-Web
Attribute Name

PTMApp-Desktop
Table Name

Total Nitrogen reduction (2
yr event), %

BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')

Sediment reduction at
catchment (10 yr event), %

BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')

Total Phosphorus reduction
at catchment (10 yr event),
%

BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')

Total Nitrogen reduction at
catchment (10 yr event), %

BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')

Sediment reduction at
catchment (2 yr event), %

BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')

Total Phosphorus reduction
at catchment (2 yr event), %

BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')

Total Nitrogen reduction at
catchment (2 yr event), %
Water treated (10 yr Event),
%
Water treated (2 yr Event),
%

BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')
BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')
BMP results table (e.g.
'storage')

Attribute Name
NQ2_02

C_SQ2_10

C_PQ2_10

C_NQ2_10

C_SQ2_02

C_PQ2_02

Date Type
Float

Float

Float

Float

Float

Float

C_NQ2_02

Float

R_10yr24hr

Float

R_2yr24hr

Float

Description
Median (Q2) % reduction in Nitrogen at
BMP based upon 2 year, 24 hour
sediment reduction at catchment based
upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern based on 10 year, 24
hour event (tons/year)
Phosphorus reduction at catchment based
upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern 10 year, 24 hour
event (pounds/year)
Nitrogen reduction at catchment based
upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern 10 year, 24 hour
event (pounds/year)
sediment reduction at catchment based
upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern based on 2 year, 24
hour event (tons/year)
Phosphorus reduction at catchment based
upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern 2 year, 24 hour event
(pounds/year)
Nitrogen reduction at catchment based
upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern 2 year, 24 hour event
(pounds/year)
Reduction ratio for 10 year, 24 hour event
(must be between 0 - 1)
Reduction ratio for 2 year, 24 hour event
(must be between 0 - 1)

Processed In
Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Efficiency
Benefits Analysis >
Estimate Load
Reductions
Benefits Analysis >
Estimate Load
Reductions
Benefits Analysis >
Estimate Load
Reductions
Benefits Analysis >
Estimate Load
Reductions
Benefits Analysis >
Estimate Load
Reductions
Benefits Analysis >
Estimate Load
Reductions
Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Ratio
Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Ratio
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6.4

TABLE GENERATOR ATTRIBUTE TABLE

Table Generator Attribute Table

Attribute Name
OBJECTID

Date Type
Object ID

Description
Internal feature number

PTMApp-Desktop Table Name

PTMApp-Desktop
Button Attribute is
Processed In

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
BMP Suitability

catch_id

Long Integer

Unique whole number ID for catchment

table_catchment

Catchments and
Loading > Generate
Catchments

unq_bmp_id

text

BMP_ID "_" catch_id "_" grp_code

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
BMP Suitability

grp_code

Short Integer

BMP treatment group code, 1-7 (1=xxx,
2=xxx, 3=xxx, 4=xxx, 5=xxx, 6=xxx, 7=xxx)

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
BMP Suitability

p_res_catch_id

Long Integer

Unique whole number ID for priority resource
catchment

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
BMP Suitability

Double

Annual sediment mass (delivered to the
catchment outlet) in tons, summed over the
catchment

Double

Annual sediment yield (delivered to the
catchment outlet) in tons/acre/year, summed
over the catchment

sed_mass_fl_tons

sed_mass_fl_tons_acre

table_catchment

table_catchment

Attribute Name
in the
Interactive Map
Feature

Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings

Sediment
delivery to
catchment,
tons/year

Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings

Sediment
delivery to
catchment,
tons/acre/year
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Table Generator Attribute Table

Attribute Name

tn_mass_fl_lbs

tn_mass_fl_lbs_acre

tp_mass_fl_lbs

tp_mass_fl_lbs_acre

pr_sed_mass_tons

Date Type

Description

Double

Annual total nitrogen mass (delivered to the
catchment outlet) in pounds, summed over
the catchment

Double

Annual total nitrogen yield (delivered to the
catchment outlet) in pounds/acre/year,
summed over the catchment

Double

Double

Double

Annual total phosphorus mass (delivered to
the catchment outlet) in pounds, summed
over the catchment

Annual total phosphorus yield (delivered to
the catchment outlet) in pounds/acre/year,
summed over the catchment

Sediment mass in tons delivered from
catchment outlet to priority resource
catchment outlet

PTMApp-Desktop Table Name

table_catchment

table_catchment

table_catchment

table_catchment

table_p_res_catchment_route

PTMApp-Desktop
Button Attribute is
Processed In

Attribute Name
in the
Interactive Map
Feature

Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings

Total Nitrogen
delivery to
catchment,
lbs/year

Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings

Total Nitrogen
delivery to
catchment,
lbs/acre/year

Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings

Total
Phosphorus
delivery to
catchment,
lbs/year

Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings

Total
Phosphorus
delivery to
catchment,
lbs/acre/year

Catchments and
Loading > Sediment,
TP and TN Channel
Routing

Sediment
delivery to
resource of
concern,
tons/year
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Table Generator Attribute Table

Attribute Name

pr_sed_mass_tons_acre

pr_tn_mass_lbs

pr_tn_mass_lbs_acre

pr_tp_mass_lbs

pr_tp_mass_lbs_acre

Date Type

Double

Double

Double

Description

Sediment yield in tons per acre delivered
from catchment outlet to priority resource
catchment outlet

Total nitrogen mass in tons delivered from
catchment outlet to priority resource
catchment outlet

Total nitrogen yield in tons per acre delivered
from catchment outlet to priority resource
catchment outlet

Double

Total phosphorus mass in tons delivered from
catchment outlet to priority resource
catchment outlet

Double

Total phosphorus yield in tons per acre
delivered from catchment outlet to priority
resource catchment outlet

PTMApp-Desktop Table Name

table_p_res_catchment_route

table_p_res_catchment_route

table_p_res_catchment_route

table_p_res_catchment_route

table_p_res_catchment_route

PTMApp-Desktop
Button Attribute is
Processed In

Attribute Name
in the
Interactive Map
Feature

Catchments and
Loading > Sediment,
TP and TN Channel
Routing

Sediment
delivery to
resource of
concern,
tons/acre/year

Catchments and
Loading > Sediment,
TP and TN Channel
Routing

Total Nitrogen
delivery to
resource of
concern,
lbs/year

Catchments and
Loading > Sediment,
TP and TN Channel
Routing

Total Nitrogen
delivery to
resource of
concern,
lbs/acre/year

Catchments and
Loading > Sediment,
TP and TN Channel
Routing

Total
Phosphorus
delivery to
resource of
concern,
lbs/year

Catchments and
Loading > Sediment,
TP and TN Channel
Routing

Total
Phosphorus
delivery to
resource of
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Table Generator Attribute Table

Attribute Name

sed_mass_fl_rank

tn_mass_fl_rank

tp_mass_fl_rank

wqi_mass_fl

sed_mass_pr_rank

tn_mass_pr_rank

Date Type

Description

Double

Annual sediment yield (delivered to the
catchment outlet) ranking, relative to all
catchments

Double

Annual total nitrogen yield (delivered to the
catchment outlet) ranking, relative to all
catchments

Double

Annual total phosphorus yield (delivered to
the catchment outlet) ranking, relative to all
catchments

Double

Water quality index ranking based on
sediment, total nitrogen, and total
phosphorus (delivered to the catchment
outlet), relative to all catchments

Double

Annual sediment yield (delivered to the
priority resource) ranking, relative to priority
resource catchment

Double

Annual total nitrogen yield (delivered to the
priority resource) ranking, relative to priority
resource catchment

PTMApp-Desktop Table Name

PTMApp-Desktop
Button Attribute is
Processed In

Attribute Name
in the
Interactive Map
Feature
concern,
lbs/acre/year

table_r_catchment

Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery

Sediment
delivery to
catchment, %

table_r_catchment

Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery

Total Nitrogen
delivery to
catchment, %

Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery

Total
Phosphorus
delivery to
catchment, %

table_r_catchment

table_r_catchment

table_r_p_res_catchment

table_r_p_res_catchment

Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery

WQI delivery to
catchment, %

Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery

Sediment
delivery to
resource of
concern, %

Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery

Total Nitrogen
delivery to
resource of
concern, %
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Table Generator Attribute Table

Attribute Name

Date Type

Description

PTMApp-Desktop Table Name

PTMApp-Desktop
Button Attribute is
Processed In
Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery

Attribute Name
in the
Interactive Map
Feature
Total
Phosphorus
delivery to
resource of
concern, %

Double

Annual total phosphorus yield (delivered to
the priority resource) ranking, relative to
priority resource catchment

wqi_mass_pr

Double

Water quality index ranking based on
sediment, total nitrogen, and total
phosphorus (delivered to priority resource
outlet), relative to priority resource
catchments

table_r_p_res_catchment

wtsArea_ft

Float

watershed

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Ratio

Area, ft2

Float

volume or velocity of water delivered for 2
year, 24 hour precip event (cubic feet or
feet/sec)

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Ratio

Water treated (2
yr Event), ft3 or
feet/sec

Float

volume or velocity of water delivered for 10
year, 24 hour precip event (cubic feet or
feet/sec)

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Ratio

Water treated
(10 yr Event), ft3
or feet/sec
Sediment at
BMP delivered
to catchment,
tons/year
Total
Phosphorus at

tp_mass_pr_rank

D_2yr24hr

D_10yr24hr

table_r_p_res_catchment

Catchments and
Loading > Priority
Resource Delivery

SedCat_tn

Float

Sediment at the BMP that will be delivered to
the catchment outlet, tons

bmp_implementation

Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
(from user-created
BMP shapefile)

tpCat_lbs

Float

Phosphorus at the BMP that will be delivered
to a catchment outlet, pounds

bmp_implementation

Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains

WQI delivery to
resource of
concern, %
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Table Generator Attribute Table

Attribute Name

tnCat_lbs

SQ2_10

PQ2_10

NQ2_10

SQ2_02

PQ2_02

Date Type

Description

Float

Nitrogen at the BMP that will be delivered to
a catchment outlet, pounds

Float

Median (Q2) % reduction in sediment at BMP
based upon 10 year, 24 hour event

Float

Median (Q2) % reduction in Phosphorus at
BMP based upon 10 year, 24 hour event

Float

Median (Q2) % reduction in Nitrogen at BMP
based upon 10 year, 24 hour event

Float

Median (Q2) % reduction in sediment at BMP
based upon 2 year, 24 hour

Float

Median (Q2) % reduction in Phosphorus at
BMP based upon 2 year, 24 hour

PTMApp-Desktop
Button Attribute is
Processed In
(from user-created
BMP shapefile)

Attribute Name
in the
Interactive Map
Feature
BMP delivered
to catchment,
lbs/year

bmp_implementation

Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
(from user-created
BMP shapefile)

Total Nitrogen at
BMP delivered
to catchment,
lbs/year

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Efficiency

Sediment
reduction (10 yr
event), %

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Efficiency

Total
Phosphorus
reduction (10 yr
event), %

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Efficiency

Total Nitrogen
reduction (10 yr
event), %

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Efficiency

Sediment
reduction (2 yr
event), %

Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Efficiency

Total
Phosphorus
reduction (2 yr
event), %

PTMApp-Desktop Table Name

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')
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Table Generator Attribute Table

Attribute Name

NQ2_02

C_SQ2_10

C_PQ2_10

C_NQ2_10

C_SQ2_02

C_PQ2_02

Date Type

Description

Float

Median (Q2) % reduction in Nitrogen at BMP
based upon 2 year, 24 hour

Float

Sediment reduction at catchment based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern based on 10 year, 24 hour event
(tons/year)

Float

Phosphorus reduction at catchment based
upon median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource
of concern 10 year, 24 hour event
(pounds/year)

Float

Nitrogen reduction at catchment based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern 10 year, 24 hour event
(pounds/year)

Float

sediment reduction at catchment based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern based on 2 year, 24 hour event
(tons/year)

Float

Phosphorus reduction at catchment based
upon median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource

PTMApp-Desktop Table Name

PTMApp-Desktop
Button Attribute is
Processed In

Attribute Name
in the
Interactive Map
Feature

Benefits Analysis >
Reduction Efficiency

Total Nitrogen
reduction (2 yr
event), %

Benefits Analysis >
Estimate Load
Reductions

Sediment
reduction at
catchment (10 yr
event),
tons/year

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
Estimate Load
Reductions

Total
Phosphorus
reduction at
catchment (10 yr
event), lbs/year

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
Estimate Load
Reductions

Total Nitrogen
reduction at
catchment (10 yr
event), lbs/year

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
Estimate Load
Reductions

Sediment
reduction at
catchment (2 yr
event),
tons/year

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

Benefits Analysis >
Estimate Load
Reductions

Total
Phosphorus
reduction at

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')
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Table Generator Attribute Table

Attribute Name

C_NQ2_02

R_SQ2_10

R_PQ2_10

R_NQ2_10

R_SQ2_02

Date Type

Description
of concern 2 year, 24 hour event
(pounds/year)

Float

Nitrogen reduction at catchment based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern 2 year, 24 hour event (pounds/year)

Float

sediment reduction at resource of concern
based upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern based on 10 year, 24
hour event (tons/year)

Float

Phosphorus reduction at resource of concern
based upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern 10 year, 24 hour event
(pounds/year)

Float

Nitrogen reduction at resource of concern
based upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern 10 year, 24 hour event
(pounds/year)

Float

sediment reduction at resource of concern
based upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern based on 2 year, 24 hour
event (tons/year)

PTMApp-Desktop Table Name

PTMApp-Desktop
Button Attribute is
Processed In

Attribute Name
in the
Interactive Map
Feature
catchment (2 yr
event), lbs/year

Benefits Analysis >
Estimate Load
Reductions

Total Nitrogen
reduction at
catchment (2 yr
event), lbs/year

Benefits Analysis >
Generate Benefits
Tables

Sediment
reduction at
resource (10 yr
event),
tons/year

table_ba_load_red

Benefits Analysis >
Generate Benefits
Tables

Total
Phosphorus
reduction at
resource (10 yr
event), lbs/year

table_ba_load_red

Benefits Analysis >
Generate Benefits
Tables

Total Nitrogen
reduction at
resource (10 yr
event), lbs/year

Benefits Analysis >
Generate Benefits
Tables

Sediment
reduction at
resource (2 yr
event),
tons/year

BMP results table (e.g. 'storage')

table_ba_load_red

table_ba_load_red
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Table Generator Attribute Table

Attribute Name

Date Type

Description

PTMApp-Desktop Table Name

PTMApp-Desktop
Button Attribute is
Processed In

Attribute Name
in the
Interactive Map
Feature

table_ba_load_red

Benefits Analysis >
Generate Benefits
Tables

Total
Phosphorus
reduction at
resource (2 yr
event), lbs/year

table_ba_load_red

Benefits Analysis >
Generate Benefits
Tables

Total Nitrogen
reduction at
resource (2 yr
event), lbs/year

Cost Analysis

Sediment
treatment cost
(10 yr event),
dollars/ton

Cost Analysis

Total
Phosphorus
treatment cost
(10 yr event),
dollars/lb

Float

Phosphorus reduction at resource of concern
based upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern 2 year, 24 hour event
(pounds/year)

Float

Nitrogen reduction at resource of concern
based upon median (Q2) effectiveness @
resource of concern 2 year, 24 hour event
(pounds/year)

Float

Sediment cost index (BMP cost/reduction) at
resource of concern based upon median (Q2)
effectiveness @ resource of concern based
on 10 year, 24 hour event

Float

Phosphorus cost index (BMP cost/reduction)
at resource of concern based upon median
(Q2) effectiveness @ resource of concern 10
year, 24 hour event

CI_NQ2_10

Float

Nitrogen cost index (BMP cost/reduction) at
resource of concern based upon median (Q2)
effectiveness @ resource of concern 10 year,
24 hour event

table_ca_bmp_costeff

Cost Analysis

Total Nitrogen
treatment cost
(10 yr event),
dollars/lb

CI_SQ2_02

Float

sediment cost index (BMP cost/reduction) at
resource of concern based upon median (Q2)

table_ca_bmp_costeff

Cost Analysis

Sediment
treatment cost

R_PQ2_02

R_NQ2_02

CI_SQ2_10

CI_PQ2_10

table_ca_bmp_costeff

table_ca_bmp_costeff
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Table Generator Attribute Table

Attribute Name

CI_PQ2_02

CI_NQ2_02

Lred_C_SQ2_10

Lred_C_SQ2_02

Lred_C_PQ2_10

Lred_C_PQ2_02

Date Type

Description
effectiveness @ resource of concern based
on 2 year, 24 hour event

Float

Phosphorus cost index (BMP cost/reduction)
at resource of concern based upon median
(Q2) effectiveness @ resource of concern 2
year, 24 hour event

Float

Nitrogen cost index (BMP cost/reduction) at
resource of concern based upon median (Q2)
effectiveness @ resource of concern 2 year,
24 hour event

Float

sediment reduction at catchment based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern based on 10 year, 24 hour event

Float

sediment reduction at catchment based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern based on 2 year, 24 hour event

Float

phosphorus reduction at catchment based
upon median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource
of concern based on 10 year, 24 hour event

Float

phosphorus reduction at catchment based
upon median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource
of concern based on 2 year, 24 hour event

PTMApp-Desktop Table Name

table_ca_bmp_costeff

table_ca_bmp_costeff

table_treat_train_catch

table_treat_train_catch

table_treat_train_catch

table_treat_train_catch

PTMApp-Desktop
Button Attribute is
Processed In

Attribute Name
in the
Interactive Map
Feature
(2 yr event),
dollars/ton

Cost Analysis

Total
Phosphorus
treatment cost
(2 yr event),
dollars/lb

Cost Analysis

Total Nitrogen
treatment cost
(2 yr event),
dollars/lb

Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
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Table Generator Attribute Table

Attribute Name

Lred_C_NQ2_10

Lred_C_NQ2_02

Lred_R_SQ2_10

Lred_R_SQ2_02

Lred_R_PQ2_10

Lred_R_PQ2_02

Lred_R_NQ2_10

Date Type

Description

Float

nitrogen reduction at catchment based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern based on 10 year, 24 hour event

Float

nitrogen reduction at catchment based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern based on 2 year, 24 hour event

Float

sediment reduction at resource based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern based on 10 year, 24 hour event

Float

sediment reduction at resource based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern based on 2 year, 24 hour event

Float

phosphorus reduction at resource based
upon median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource
of concern based on 10 year, 24 hour event

Float

phosphorus reduction at resource based
upon median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource
of concern based on 2 year, 24 hour event

Float

nitrogen reduction at resource based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern based on 10 year, 24 hour event

PTMApp-Desktop Table Name

table_treat_train_catch

table_treat_train_catch

table_treat_train_p_res

table_treat_train_p_res

table_treat_train_p_res

table_treat_train_p_res

table_treat_train_p_res

PTMApp-Desktop
Button Attribute is
Processed In
Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains
Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains

Attribute Name
in the
Interactive Map
Feature
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Table Generator Attribute Table

Attribute Name

Lred_R_NQ2_02

RO_vol_2yr

RO_vol_10yr

PeakQ_2yr

PeakQ_10yr
pivotid

Date Type

Description

Float

nitrogen reduction at resource based upon
median (Q2) effectiveness @ resource of
concern based on 2 year, 24 hour event

Double

Catchment runoff volume in cubic feet for 2year 24-hr rainfall event

Double

Catchment runoff volume in cubic feet for 10year 24-hr rainfall event

Double

Catchment peak discharge in cubic feet per
second for 2-year 24-hr rainfall event

Double

Catchment peak discharge in cubic feet per
second for 10-year 24-hr rainfall event
ID used to associate this worksheet to the
Pivot worksheet

PTMApp-Desktop Table Name

table_treat_train_p_res

PTMApp-Desktop
Button Attribute is
Processed In

Attribute Name
in the
Interactive Map
Feature

Benefits Analysis >
Treatment Trains

table_catchment

Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings

Runoff Volume
(2 yr), ft3

table_catchment

Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings

Runoff Volume
(10 yr), ft3

table_catchment

Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings

Peak Discharge
(2 yr Event), cfs

table_catchment

Catchments and
Loading > Summarize
Catchment Loadings

Peak Discharge
(10 yr Event), cfs
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ACTION REPORT EXAMPLE 11
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